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Background to Net Zero
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Making the Net Zero Business Case

Using HMT’s Better Business Case approach to bring structure to the decision making and to
programme and project delivery

Staged development – PBC; SOC; OBC; FBC - “the options narrow as the evidence builds”
and tracking the benefits

Links between the HMT BBC approach and the Government Commercial Function Playbooks
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Making the Net Zero Business Case

Using HMT’s Better Business Case approach to bring structure to the decision making and to
programme and project delivery:

 A legal requirement (plus public bodies have set their own often accelerated) – therefore
the “Strategic Case Imperative” in business case terms is a given.

 The Economic Case benefits of moving to a low/zero carbon economy are multiple,
including:

 financial savings (against fast rising energy costs);

 skilled job creation;

 “gross value added”;

 health & wellbeing;

 reducing/removing fuel poverty;

 addressing backlog maintenance;

 etc.
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Making the Net Zero Business Case

 There are a choice of Pathways/Options, with an opportunity to consider an
overarching programme of projects.

 Range of approaches to fund / finance net zero projects including Green funding grants
and income streams and Green financing (part of wider ESG investment) to be
considered in the Financial Case.

 The Commercial Case and Management Case to consider approaches to project
delivery, including – new entity and commercial structures, partnerships, etc –
approaches that will need to be set up and managed through life.

 Also, an opportunity to use Public Service’s buying power to encourage the supply chain.

We note there can be parallels between net zero projects and regeneration/”levelling up”
projects. CIPFA offers HMT’s Better Business Case training, and can tailor this for Net Zero.
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Case studies, that members of the CIPFA Team
have worked on:

Glasgow City Region – programme business case to
retrofit one million homes

Mayor of London’s Retrofit Accelerator – Workplaces

Mayor of London’s Retrofit Accelerator – Homes

Energiesprong – deep retrofit solution for homes

City Council – energy commercialisation

National Highways – net zero and corporate carbon
KPI

Santander and GE Lighting – “energy as a service
model”

City Council – distress solar project turn around
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Reflections

 Net Zero isn’t starting from Zero – horizon scanning / learning the lessons

 Disconnect between strategic and operational – importance of stakeholders and comms

 Programmes of projects – not all will go well

 Availability of funding and ESG financing – proving the economics

 Recalling commercial models / project financing principles

 Can use public services buying power
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Reflections

 Whole life measurement and resourcing up

 Approach to both Net Zero and Levelling Up is capital projects – Net Up or Levelling
Zero?

 Honest and transparent assessment of Net Zero challenges – across own estate and
community (carrots and sticks) – also of the supply chain

 Benefit, cost, risk ratios are compelling (especially post energy price hikes and with
concerns around security of supply)

 Historically considered paybacks / commercial returns – now wider socio-economic
benefits
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